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City Tacos To Open 2 New Locations in San Diego
By San Diego Entertainer | March 6, 2019

Another City Tacos?! That’s right! City Tacos has turned up the heat on innovative,
delicious and unique bites since opening in 2014, and the Southern California taqueria
is set to open two new locations in San Diego. Plus the two brand-new spots are inviting
locals and visitors to try tasty tacos by offering a FREE taco to the first 200 guests on
the restaurant’s opening day.
ENCINITAS

City Tacos has turned up the heat on innovative, delicious and unique bites since
opening in 2014, and the Southern California taqueria is set to open their third
restaurant in Encinitas in March
Currently located in both San Diego’s North Park neighborhood and in the heart of La
Mesa, the beloved taco spot is expanding north to the Encinitas Lumberyard Shopping
Center on Coast Highway 101. A wrap-around patio spanning over 1,000 sq. feet,
allowing for plenty of room to dine outdoors, cozy fire pit and foosball tables are a few of
the exciting features to be found at the new spot.

While City Tacos Encinitas will serve locals and visitors many of the same core menu
items as North Park and La Mesa, this spot will also feature items specific to the
community. Along with hosting lively Taco Tuesdays with video DJs and upbeat music,
beer and wine will be available at the North County location, and healthy options will be
served, including ceviche and tostadas.
Be sure to keep an eye out for the opening day announcement, so you can be the first to
check out City Tacos’ newest spot and score a free taco! The new spot is located at 1031 S
Coast Hwy 101, Encinitas, CA 92024.

IMPERIAL BEACH

With locations currently in San Diego’s North Park neighborhood and in the heart of La
Mesa, the beloved taco spot is partnering with Mike Hess Brewing to open a dual
eating and drinking spot, just steps from the sand in Imperial Beach. Equipped with
both indoor and outdoor seating, this casual setting looks to be the newest beachside
hangout.
Each City Tacos location is dedicated to combining traditional recipes with SoCal flavor
to make one-of-a-kind menu options. The new Imperial Beach location will serve locals
and visitors many of the same core menu items as North Park and La Mesa and will also
feature items specific to the community. Appetizers, breakfast items such
as Chilaquiles and benedicts, and tostadas will all be available. And all bites can be
paired with delicious beers on tap from popular Mike Hess Brewing!

BE SURE TO KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THE OFFICIAL OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT FOR
BOTH ENCINITAS AND IMPERIAL BEACH VIA INSTAGRAM
– @CITYTACOSSD BECAUSE CITY TACOS IS INVITING LOCALS AND VISITORS IN TO
TRY TASTY TACOS BY OFFERING ONE FREE TACO TO THE FIRST 200 GUESTS ON THE
RESTAURANT’S BIG OPENING DAY.

